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BOREALIS

Cardholders

Credentials

Controllers

Door information

Time schedules

Holidays

HOW THE CONVERSION
TOOL WORKS

The Borealis Conversion

Tool is a piece of

software that allows

you to take an existing

Doors.NET system and

convert it

for use on our Borealis

cloud platform.

The Conversion Tool

makes moving to the

cloud a simple and

streamlined process,

meaning less downtime

for your security.
THE CONVERSION
TOOL MOVES: 

A MORE SECURE
EXPERIENCE
The database is in the cloud and so it

can never be lost. Even if the hub has

a catastrophic failure, the database

will not require recreation.



Connect your security installations

to the cloud. Simplify access control

connectivity, deliver global

accessibility, scalability, and

convenience without the need for a

dedicated server or client machine. 

BOREALIS

MAKE LIFE EASY!
EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO USE

DESIGNED FOR
RESPONSIVENESS

Borealis has been

designed for precise

scalability across multiple

device types, allowing you

to access your Borealis

configuration via a web

browser on your mobile

device, tablet, or PC. The

design is minimalistic to

ensure that all aspects of

the UI can be accessed

easily on mobile devices.

When using an access control solution on

the go, you shouldn't have to deal with

complicated menus and difficult

navigation. Borealis eliminates these

frustrations with a streamlined and

intuitive user experience, wherever you 

are and on whatever device you use.

DON'T OVERCOMPLICATE

WHY UPGRADE?
Connect your security installation to

the cloud. Simplify access control

connectivity. Harness the power of

scalability and convenience without

the need for a dedicated server or

client machine.

IT'S EASY!
Seamless transfer of your Doors.NET

database. Our conversion tool will

transfer your existing configuration.

IT’S EFFICIENT
Benefit from continual system

improvements and automatic

software updates.

With Borealis you can continue

using all existing access control

NXT hardware (controllers,

readers, etc) and credentials.

USE EXISTING
EQUIPMENT


